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The materials system GaSb/GaAs has been studied with respect to the generation of low-dimensional nanostructures. Owing to their optical properties these nanometre-sized structures are of particular interest for wavelength-tunable and storage devices. The lattice mismatch of about 7 % between GaSb and GaAs is similar to that of the system InAs/GaAs exhibiting self-organization phenomena yielding quantum dots on a few monolayers thick wetting layer (Stranski-Krastanov growth mode).

The GaSb structures (layers, quantum dots, and islands) were grown on GaAs(001) substrates by metal organic vapor phase deposition (MOCVD). The substrate temperature (T=510..550°C), GaSb growth duration (t=20..45s) and time of growth interruption after GaSb deposition (tGRI =0..50s) were varied to find out optimum conditions for the formation of quantum dots. Finally, the deposited GaSb was capped with a 50 nm thick GaAs layer. The information about the size, shape, relaxation status and 2-dimensional distribution (i.e. regularity and area density) of the islands was gained using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

Depending on the growth conditions either a single layer, a layer with quantum dots or a layer with large islands were formed. In general, the longer the growth interruption and the higher the temperature, respectively, the greater is the probability of the formation of islands. For T=510°C and tGRI=5s a GaSb-rich layer of about 1 nm thickness was found by high resolution TEM imaging. However, large relaxed islands of about 1µm lateral size were observed for both parameter settings T=550°C, tGRI=5s as well as T=525°C, tGRI=50s. The SEM image of Fig. a) reveals the idiomorphic shape typically for the µm-sized islands. The facets were identified to be A: {111} and B,C: {52l} taking into account the angles between the edges of the basal plane of the pyramid.

Fig. b) shows a TEM bright-field image of an island grown at T=525°C with tGRI=20s. Depending on the size of the islands and the growth temperature the strain due to the lattice mismatch is compensated by the formation of either dislocation loops (marked by arrows in Fig. b) or by a dislocation network which was observed for T>540°C.